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Ni d-band self-energy beyond the low-density limit
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Previous calculations of the Ni d-band self-energy within the low-density approximation are improved by
considering correlations due to both hole-hole and electron-hole interactions. It is shown that these additional
processes tend to reduce the satellite binding energy and enhance the narrowing of the d band. The exchange
splitting is decreased only by a small amount from the value obtained in the low-density limit. The new results are in
good agreement with experimental photoemission spectra.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper, ' it has been shown that the
main features of experimental Ni d-band photo-
emission spectra can be semiquantitatively under-
stood by considering explicitly the self-energy
corrections to the valence bands due to correla-
tions between Sd electrons. As a result of these
corrections, the width' of the Ni d band is about
25% smaller than predicted by band theory' while
the exchange splitting4 is about half as large as
the band value. Furthermore, the self-energy
corrections explain the existence of the satellite
structure' below the d band as well as the re-
latively large intrinsic width' of individual band
states in angle-resolved energy distributions.

In order to interpret the photoemission spectra,
it is assumed that they can be represented (apart
from one-electron matrix element effects) by the
spectral function of the created hole state'

» 1 1™-(«)- ( ))

where e (k) represents a diagonal matrix con-
fy

taining the band energies c„,(k) and Z,(~,k)
=Z,„,(&o, k) denotes the self-energy matrix. The
self-energy is evaluated by using the degenerate
Hubbard model' to describe interactions between
d electrons at the same site and by making the
so-called low-density approximation (LDA). ' The
attractive feature of this approximation is that
it leads to an exact expression for the self-energy
in the limit in which the number of holes in the
d band is small and the interaction between d
electrons is short ranged. " These conditions
are thought to be reasonably well satisfied in
the case of Ni."

As pointed out above, this model, though phy-
sically rather simple, permits indeed an adequate
overall interpretation of the main features of
observed photoemission spectra. Nevertheless,
in one particular aspect, the results predicted
by the LDA cannot be reconciled with experiment:

If the strength of the intra-atomic Coulomb in-
teraction is chosen so that it gives the measured
band narrowing, the binding energy of the satel-
lite turns out to be several eV too large. ""'"On
the other hand, if the Coulomb integral is adjusted
to give the observed satellite position, the band
narrowing is too small. The purpose of the pre-
sent paper is to show that this discrepancy is in
fact related to the inadequacy of the low-density
limit and that it can be removed by including
processes in the evaluation of the self-energy
which are of higher than first order in the number
of unfilled d states.

Physically, this effect may be understood as
follows: In the LDA, the self-energy represents
an exact summation of processes to all orders in
the repulsion of two holes below E~. Thus, its
energy dependence is governed by the bare two-
hole spectral distribution, i.e. , essentially by the
self-convolution of the occupied portion of the
bare density of states. Poles in the self-energy
due to the existence of two-hole bound states
appear, therefore, below the two-hole continuum
which is roughly twice as wide as the d band. In
going beyond the LDA it is necessary to include
processes involving the excitation of electrons
from states below E„ into the unoccupied part
of the d band. The effect of such processes may
be viewed as a renormalization of the hole states
through which their spectral density is strongly
skewed towards Ez and effectively narrowed. As a
result of this renormalization, the two-hole dis-
tribution is also skewed towards E~ and therefore
leads to self-energy poles at lower binding ener-
gies. Thus, the neglect of electron-hole inter-
actions in the LDA tends to overestimate the
binding energy of the two-hole bound state.

In the case of a ferromagnetic system, the re-
normalization described above is particularly
strong because of the possible resonant scattering
between electrons and holes of opposite spin. We
show below that the explicit summation of hole-
hole and electron-hole ladders then gives an ex-
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pression for the self-energy which is equivalent
to that derived by Hertz and Edwards" in theix
treatment of multiple hole-magnon interactions.
One may conclude from these considex ations,
therefore, that the low-density approximation is
quite capab1.e of describing the overall features
of the photoemission spectra, but that it is ne-
cessary to go beyond the LDA in order to discuss
details such as the px ecise location of the satellite
or the correct amount of band narrowing. The
exchange splitting, on the other hand, turns out
to be relatively little effected by processes in-
volving electron-hole interactions. Its small
measuxed value seems to be mainly determined
by correlations due to the repulsion of hole pairs
which form the basis of the self-energy in the
low-density limit.

Z„((~)=- Qn (t„„((u),
ttt=&

In principle, these expressions should contain
energy integrals extending over the unoccupied
part of the minority-spin density of states. How-
ever, since this energy interval is very small in
the case of Ni, the integral may be replaced by
the corresponding hole occupation numbers n ~.
The t matrix is defined as

1
t (&o) =

m( m4 1 +PG (2)( ) tttg0 ~ ~

II. THE Loaf-DENSITY LIMIT

Before considering the influence of electron-
hole interactions on the self-energy, it is useful
to review briefly the results obtained within the
LDA. It is assumed here that the main energy
dependence of the self-energy of ¹iis related
to the presence of unoccupied d states and that all
scattering processes involving s electrons may
be neglected. The rather good agreement between
band calculations and angle-resolved photoemis-
sion spectra, in the case of Cu (Ref. 15) supports
this approximation.

In the low-density limit, the self-energy is
given in terms of the t matrix involving the Cou-
lomb interaction and the two-hole propagator.
Treglia et al."have recently examined the mo-
mentum dependence on this propagator in the
single-band case and found that it has negligible
influence on the structure of the self-energy. We
assume this to be true also for a d band and re-
place the full propagator by its momentum
average (this corresponds to the "local" term in
Ref. 16). As a result, the t matrix is also k in-
dependent. This approximation leads to a con-
siderable simplification since it can be shown

that the self-energy expressed in an angular mo-
mentum representation is diagonal and indepen-
dent of k. Thus, one finds

U„represents the screened Coulomb interaction
between (f electrons and the P (r) are products
of radial functions and real spherical harmonics.

In Eq. (5), the dependence of the two-hole pro-
pagator G"'((()) on orbital and spin indices is, for
simplicity, neglected. (As a result, the t matrix
is also spin independent. ) More accurately,
G ((()) sllouM co11'tR111 'tile pR1'tiRl WRve pl'ojectiolls
of the ferromagnetic density of states. However,
because Eq. (5) involves a double integral, the
components of G ' (~) are rather insensitive to the
detailed shape of the density-of-state projections.
We therefore may rePlace these projections by a
weighted average over spin and orbital indices
which we denote by p(a). The quantity f(e) is the
usual Fermi function. Et should be noted, though,
that this approximation is not necessary for the
evaluation of Eq. (2). The main motivation for
using it in the present derivation is the fact that
the self-energy then assumes a particularly
transparent form.

If G"'(~) is independent of orbital and spin
indices, Eq. (2) can be greatly simplified by
diagonalizing the Coulomb matrix (the pairs
m„m, and m„m, are treated as matrix indices):

Z„„,(v, k) = P ((„*„,(k)a„„,(k)Z (&o),

where n denotes the (f-orbital index and the N~, (k)
represent expansion coefficients of Bloch states
in terms of atomic orbitals.

The self-energy components Z„,((0) may be
written as

Z„(~)= —Q Q &;~ n~ (t ((u),
o~1 )~1

where i, j=t~, e, and the components of the
t matrix are defined as

Qo
t~(((&)

1 G(2&(

(6)
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The u represent the eigenvalues of the Coulomb
matrix. They are linear combinations of the
usual Slater integrals" for d orbitals:

F (P ) + F (2 ) +~ F (4 ) (6)

TABLE I. Coefficients a„and ba Eq. (S), and A,'&a,
Eq. (6). A&&a=2A,'&a for n =triplet state, zero other-
wise.
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and correspond to the term energies of the d'
multiplet. The numerical values of the coef-
ficients a, 5, and A.

&&
which appear in Eqs.

(6) and (6) are given in Table I.
Equation (6) shows that each multiplet term

introduces its own energy-dependent structure
into the self-energy of a Sd hole. Thus, in the
low-density limit, the photoemission spectrum
shows atomiclike as well as bandlike behavior. '
Since for Ni the intra=atomic interactions and the
bandwidth are of comparable size,"the atomic
multiplet is only partly visible and the individual
band states are shifted towards E„as well as
broadened, thereby effectively causing an overall
narrowing of the d band.

According to Eq. (7), the binding energies of
the satellite features are solely determined by the
size of the interaction parameters u and by the
shape of the bare two-hole distribution defined
in Eq. (5). The approximations which have been
made in the derivation of Eq. (6) do not signifi-
cantly effect this characteristic behavior. On the
one hand, the neglect of the k dependence in Eqs.
(5) to (7) amounts to the omission of the finite
hopping probability of two holes bound to the same
site. Satellites that are split off below the two-
hole continuum thus appear in the above
treatment as sharp spectral features whereas
in principle they should show a small intrinsic
width. On the other -hand, the orbital de-
pendence of G"'((d) should produce a weak cou-
pling between the terms of the d' multiplet
whereas above they lead to separate contribu-
tions to the self-energy.

It is evident, therefore, that the overestima-
tion of the satellite binding energy in Refs.

1 and 12 is a direct consequence of the low-
density approximation itself. By tuning the
interaction energies, one could make the satel-
lite positions agree with experiment. Within
the LDA, however, this would reduce the
amount of band narrowing far below the ob-
served value. In the following section, it will
be shown that it is possible to remove this
discrepancy by going beyond the low-density
limit.

Since the screened Coulomb interaction is not
well known, the F" are in our calculations
treated as parameters. Their actual values,
however, in particular those of F ' and F ',
can be determined reasonably well experimen-
tally from core-valence-valence Auger spectra. "
In the case in which the interatomic interac-
tions between valence d electrons are negligi-
ble compared with the intra-atomic ones, the
Auger spectrum for a filled band is given"
(aside from matrix element effects) by a for-
mula that is closely related to the t matrix
in Eq. (3):

where Tr denotes the trace of a matrix. The
dependence of G "(~) on k and orbital indices
is again omitted. Applying the same diagonaliza-
tion of the Coulomb matrix as above, this ex-
pression may be simplified to

5 G(2)( )
A((u) = —Im Q m, (, )((, ' 1 +u„G '

(d)
' (10)

where the m are multiplicities of the five terms
of the d' multiplet.

Thus, in the limit of weak intra-atomic Coulomb
interactions, the Auger spectrum is given by the
self-convolution of the density of states, while,
for sufficiently strong interactions, A((d) is de-
termined by the atomic d' multiplet with little
influence due to the remainder of the solid. At
intermediate values of the u„A ((d) consists of a
complicated superposition of five terms. Each
of these carries weight in the energy range of the
two-hole continuum and also at the energy of a
two-hole bound state if u exceeds a critical value
roughly the size of the bandwidth. "

III. BEYOND THE LOW-DENSITY LIMIT

We consider now the influence of additional
contributions to the self-energy due to electron-
hole interactions in order to show that they tend
to reduce the satellite binding energies from the
values obtained within the low-density limit. Since
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FIG. 1. Self-energy contributions for strongly ferro-
magnetic system (a) due to repeated scattering of hole
pairs (low-density limit) and (b) due to hole-hole and
electron-hole interactions. (c) Approximate form of
(b) for low-density system where electron-hole inter-
actions are absorbed into renormalized hole propagator
(solid double line).

we are only interested in the qualitative conse-
quences of these interactions, we limit this dis-
cussion to the case of a strongly ferromagnetic
s band. However, for reasons that will become
more evident later on, we retain the k dependence
of the self-energy. Instead of Eqs. (5)-(7), the
LDA expressions then have the following form
[see Fig. 1(a)]:

Z«(((), k) =-n«t((g), k), (11)

U

1+UG '( k) '

G"'(k, k) =Z f k
. G, (k, q)

U
( k)-1+Ux(M, k)

(14)

X(~, k) =P '. G«(~, q)G&(~+~, k+q). (»)2"
Since the majority states are fully occupied, the
propagator of an electron above the Fermi energy
is denoted for clarity by |"~. Accordingly, pro-
pagators without superscript refer to hole states
below E~.

Using this notation, the second diagram in Fig.
1(b) for example, gives the following self-energy
expression:

x G&(co -e, k+k, -q) .

Here, we have assumed that the hole states are
distributed over an energy range that is small
compared with the bandwidth and that they are
located in a small region of k space near the point
k, . The corresponding self-energy for minority
spins vanishes, since the majority band is filled.

The first few self-energy diagrams that contain
both hole-hole and electron-hole interactions are
shown in Fig. 1(b). The dashed double lines re-
present hole-hole ladders, as defined in Eqs. (12)
and (13), or the corresponding electron-hole
ladders which are given by

Z("(kt, k)= f,", f;;.. Z"G&(tk„k,)k(tk —tk„k —k, )G)(kt„k,)t(tk+kt„k+k)G)(kt„k, )
'kga a'aQ

x t((d + (g)3, k +k ) G «((d + (k) 2
—(k)„k + k2 —k, )

x 'G
«((d + (()3

—(d„k +k -k, ) . (16)

Since we are still concerned with a low-density
system, we may simplify the above equation by
utilizing the following approximate equality [see
also Eq. (11)]:

s(kt, k)=-Z f k
. G&(k, q)G)(k —k, k+k, —q)

a

X 7((d -6, k —q) . (19)

Q f . G;(k, q)g( + k+q)=k- ( (k+kk.g),tk

(17)

It is easily shown that higher-order processes
involving alternating hole-hole and electron-hole
ladders can be simplified in a similar manner.
Together with the first-order expression, Eq.
(11), they form the following series:

(18)

where

where g is assumed to have no poles in the lower
half-plane. Since this condition is satisfied by
the quantities G«and t, Eq. (16) reduces to

Zt"(&u, k) =n2«t'((d, k)s((g, k),

Z«((g), k) =ZI '((k), k)+ZP'((d, k)+ ~ ~ ~

t((d, k)
1 +n«t((g), k)s((g), k)

= —ng t ((o, k) . (2o)
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Using Eq. (12), the renormalized f matrix defined
by the last equality may be written as

U"")=I.UG" ( k)

with

G"'((o, k) =G"'((u, k)+n(s((d, k)

(21)

. G&(e, q)Gi(w-e, k-q)2ri

(22)

Gi(&, k) =Gi(~, k+k, ) [I+n„Gi((g,k+k, ) r((d, k)j,

(23
G i (((),k +ko)

I + UX(~, k)

x(&u, k)
1+UX((d, k)

- j.= —Xa~~(~)k) ~

Pl)

(23b)

(24)

In the derivation of Eqs. (23), we have applied
Eq. (17) in order to obtain an approximate form
for x(((), k) for a low-density system:

X((u, k) = n(G ) ((d-, 4+k, ) . (25)

Equations (23) and (24) demonstrate that, in
a low-density system, the summation of both
hole-hole and electron-hole ladders amounts to a
renormalization of the up-spin hole propagator in
which the original propagator is effectively sub-
stituted by the RPA susceptibility, divided by the
number of unfilled states in the minority band.
The resulting self-energy

Z I ((d g k) n)
UG (2 )( k)

(26)

(27)
is of the same form as that obtained in the low-
density limit, Eq. (11). The f matrix and the
bare two-hole propagator are, however, re-
placed by the corresponding renormalized quanti-
ties as defined in Eqs. (21) and (22). Hence, the
self-energy may again be represented by a series
of ladder diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 1(c).
The dashed lines indicate the bare Coulomb in-
teraction as in Fig. 1(a), while the solid double
lines denote the renormalized majority-spin hole
propagator defined in Eqs. (23) and (24).

It should be noted that the above derivation is
nearly exact; the only approximate step involves

the application of Eq. (17) which utilizes the fact
that the minority holes are distributed over a
small energy region and a small part of the Bril-
louin zone. This approximation is made, more-
over, only at some stages in the evaluation of the
diagrammatic series. In particular, it is avoided
in the intermediate summation of electron-hole
ladders which ultimately lead to the appearance
of the RPA susceptibility in the renormalized
propagator, Eq. (27).

The main feature of the above result which we
want to draw attention to is the fact that the spec-
tral weight of the renormalized hole propagator,
Eq. (23), is concentrated at considerably lower
energies than that of the bare propagator. The
reason for this is the dominance of the magnon
pole and of low-lying single-particle excitations in

X»„, Eq. (24). Cooke ef ((/."have recently cal-
culated in a detailed study the dynamic suscepti-
bility for Ni within the RPA by including the
energy and wave-vector dependence of the matrix
elements. Their results demonstrate that most
of the spectral weight of X„p„is concentrated
at energies below 0.8 eV. The spectral distribu-
tion of the two-hole propagator, Eq. (27), is
therefore strongly skewed towards smaller bin-
ding energies. This shift of weight implies, in
turn, that the self-energy, Eq. (26), has, for a
given value of U, a pole at lower energies than the
original self-energy in the low-density limit, Eq.
(11). Qualitatively, we can conclude from the
above derivation that the LDA, in which inter-
actions between bare holes are included, tends to
overestimate the binding energy of the tw'o-hole
bound state.

The diagrams shown in Fig. 1(b) include elec-
tron-hole ladders only for states of opposite spin.
In the general case of a strongly ferromagnetic
d band, one should in principle consider also the
other type of electron-hole ladders in which both
particles carry minority spins. In a low-density
system, it can be shown that this leads to a re-
normalization of the minority-hole propagator
in analogy to that obtained above for majority
states, Eq. (23). While this renormalization for
parallel spins is not as pronounced as for anti-
parauel spins, it also tends to reduce the spectral
width of the effective two-hole distribution. Thus,
for a real system such as Ni, this effect should
further lower the satellite binding energies from
the values obta, ined within the I DA.

It should be pointed out here that self-energy
expressions similar to that in Eq. (26) have been
previously derived by Both" using an equation-
of-motion scheme, and by Hertz and Edwards, '
who consider self-energy contributions due to
multiple hole-magnon interactions. In the latter
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where

U
i 1+Z' (~,k)/niU ' (28)

case, the following result is obtained instead of
Eq. (26)". 2-

(eV)

U= 2.5eV

0 I I g

-6
' g4 ' ~2 ' r

Zap'(~ )=- 'Z ' i(~ q)XR»(~ ~ k -q)
2gz

(29)

Re [Z(u)) —Z( EF)]

-0.8

U
Zi((g)=-n)

1 UG(, )( )
' (31)

G"'(~) = . Gi(&) —&s»(& —'»
2+1

where ya»(~) represents the k-averaged sus-
ceptibility. [Note that this average does not imply
a momentum average of the Pauli susceptibility,
Eq. (15). The latter would be a much more severe
approximation since it would not give the correct
spin-flip excitation spectrum. ]

Figure 2(a) shows schematically the spectral
distribution of two bare holes (dashed line) and

the renormalized spectrum (solid line) which is

represents the RPA self-energy which accounts
for hole-magnon scattering to lowest order. The
prime in Eq. (28) indicates that the RPA suscepti-
bility in (29) is to be replaced by the exact suscep-
tibility in order to make the entire theory self-
consistent.

As can be seen from Eq. (2'I), Z„p„(&,k) dif-
fers from our renormalized two-hole propagator
only by a constant factor:

Z„p~(~, k) =niU'G "((g,k). (30)

Hence, apart from the additional self-consistency
requirement in Eq. (28), the self-energies in Eqs.
(26) and (28) are identical. This result might
appear surprising since the two expressions are
derived using rather different mathematical pro-
cedures. Physically, on the other hand, both
approaches are equivalent since multiple hole-
magnon interactions amount to repeated scat-
tering events of hole-hole and electron-hole pairs
of opposite spin.

In order to illustrate more quantitatively the
influence of the renormalization of the hole pro-
pagator due to electron-hole interactions, we
have performed model calculations for typical
two-hole spectral distributions. Since we are
primarily interested in the energy region in the
vicinity of the satellite, we neglect the k de-
pendence of G "(~,k) and replace it by its mo-
mentum average. Equations (26) and (2V) then
simplify to

0-6
+ (eV)

PIG. 2. (a) Schematical spectral distribution of re-
normalized (solid line) and bare (dashed line) two-hole
propagator. (b) Real part of corresponding self-energies
for U =2.5 eV. The intersections with the lines + —e

k
specify the shifted band energies and the positions of
the two-hole bound states.

skewed towards E~. The weight under both curves
is taken to be unity. The renormalized spectrum
is chosen in accordance with Eq. (32), i.e. , it
corresponds to the convolution of the density of
states with a function that is strongly peaked at
low energies in order to represent qualitatively
the shape of y „(~). The real parts of the cor-
responding self-energies are plotted in (b) for
U=2. 5 eV. The number of holes n& in Eq. (31)
is chosen appropriate to Ni (=0.53). Since the
intersections or Re Z(~) with the line v —a& lead
to maxima in the spectral function, they define
the shifted quasiparticle energies and the satel-
lites. [The intersections near —5 eV produce
only weak background contributions in the spectral
function since the imaginary part of Z(&) is very
large in this energy region. See, for example,
Fig. 1 of Ref. 1.]

These results demonstrate that the renormaliza-
tion of the two-hole spectrum has two effects:
(i) the satellites are moved to lower binding
energies and (ii) the shift of band states towards
E„ is enhanced. The reason for the latter feature
is that the real part of the self-energy becomes
steeper just below E„as the spectral weight of
G '

(a&) is concentrated at lower binding energies.
Thus, the correct amount of band narrowing is
now obtained for a much smaller value of U

(—2.5 eV) than previously' for the bare two-hole
spectrum (U= 5 eV).

This smaller value of U is identical to the one
used recently by Davis and Feldkamp'4 in their
evaluation of the Ni self-energy. These authors
achieve a satisfactory fit of the band narrowing
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and the satellite binding energy by numerically
solving the Hubbard model for a finite number of
atoms and assuming the hole in the d band to be
stationary. Since in this approach all types of
excitation processes are included, the U para-
meter should, as it does, correspond more
closely to that obtained for the renormalized two-
hole spectrum than to the value of U used in the
I DA.

Typical hole spectral distributions for band
states at —4, —3, and -2 eV are shown in Fig. 3.
These results are based on the renormalized
two-hole distribution of Fig. 2. The crosses in-
dicate the weight of each spectrum within the
band region (approximately —5 eV &

&u
& Ez. The

total weight including the satellite is unity. ) These
curves illustrate that the overall narrowing of the
d band in angle-integrated spectra has three
sources: Band states near the bottom of the d
band (i) are shifted more strongly towards Ez,
(ii) they contribute considerably more weight to the
satellite, and (iii) they exhibit a larger intrinsic
broadening" than states in the upper part of the
band.

Since Re Z(&) increases roughly linearly with &
(see Fig. 2), the shift of individual band states
is also proportional to their binding energy, the
constant of proportionality being approximately
0.8, as found experimentally. The calculated
lifetime broadening of states near the bottom of
the band agrees well with the meas. ured values
(= 1.2 eV), but is somewhat too small at lower
binding energies. Since the imaginary part of the
self-energy is largely determined by Im G '

(&u)

[see Eq. (31)], this suggests that the renormalized
two-hole spectrum shown in Fig. 2 contains ap-
parently too little weight in the energy region just

U =2.5eV

A Iu), ck)

0/—
CU

C)

0
-8

FIG. 3. Spectral distributions of severe] band states
obtained from renormalized self-energy shown in Pig.
2. The crosses indicate the weight under each peak
within the band region.

n, =Z,.)(E~) —Z(t(E„), i =t, , e . (33)

In principle, the self-energy of a strongly fer-
romagnetic d band in the presence of hole-hole
and electron-hole interactions could give rise to a
complicated mixing of multiplet terms in Eg. (6)
as a result of the dependence of the renormalized
two-hole propagator on k and on band and spin
indices. Since a full calculation of this effect
goes beyond the scope of the present work, it
will be assumed for the purpose of the following
qualitative ar'guments that the major effect of
electron-hole scattering events on 4,. is to alter
the value of the real part of G"'(E„). (The imag-
inary part vanishes at E„.) Thus we continue
to use Eqs. (6) and (7) to evaluate 4, but the two-
hole propagator is now modified as indicated
schematically in Fig. 2.

Since the renormalized spectral distribution of
G ' (+) is narrower and closer to E~ than the
bare spectrum, G "(Ez) must be larger than
G "'(Ez). For the particular example shown in

Fig. 2, an increase from approximately 0.3 to
0.6 eV ' as a result of the renormalization is
found. The magnitude of G"'(E„)might therefore
be used as a measure for the importance of elec-
tron-hole interactions. In order to illustrate
the effect of this renormalization on the exchange
splitting, &t~ and &&~ are shown in Fig. 4 as a
function of G'" (E&) for typical values of U and

In all cases, a decrease of &. is found
for increasing G (E~). However, this decrease
tends to be rather smhll, of the order of 0.1 eV.
Qualitatively it can be said that the smallness of
the observed exchange splitting is primarily de-
termined by two-hole correlations and that elec-
tron-hyle processes appear to cause an additional
reduction by a relatively small amount.

below E~. Because of the strong energy depen-
dence of the real and imaginary parts of the self-
energy, the maxima of the hole distributions in the
band region in Fig. 3 do not coincide exactly with
the corresponding intersections of ~ -&-„and
ReZ(&u) in Fig. 2. Thus, the measured peak
positions in angle resolved spectra lie always
at slightly lower binding energies than the true
quasiparticle states, the discrepancy being lar-
gest near the bottom of the d band.

The above results indicate that electron-hole
scattering processes not included in the low-
density approximation have a pronounced in-
fluence on the satellite binding energies and on the
shifts of band states. In remarkable contrast to
this behavior, the exchange splitting turns out to
be relatively little effected if one goes beyond
the I DA. For t, and e states, the splitting is
given by the expression
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FIG. 4. Exchange splittings Ag& and A~ as function
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=0.6E( & . The crosses indicate the splittings obtained
in Ref. 1. Larger values of 6 ) (Ez) imply increasing
importance of electron-hole interactions.

0.6

d,, = n,, )(Uc+2 J,c')+n, ) 2Z, c'

6, —n, &(Uc+J',c')+n, &3J,c',
where

c ' = 1 + UG ' '( Er)

(34)

and the J,. denote various exchange integrals
between E, and e orbitals. " With increasing
U, the term Uc increases monotonically towards
a finite value given by the inverse of G" '(E„),
whereas all other terms containing the J, de-
crease to zero. Thus, for a wide range of F'"',
the t, and e exchange splittings lie between 0.2
and 0.4 eV in the case of the bare two-hole spec-
trum [Fig. 5(a)], while the corresponding split-
tings for the renormalized spectrum are roughly

The Coulomb and exchange integrals are taken
as parameters in the above calculations. It is
therefore important to establish that the derived
values of b, „and 4, do not depend sensitively

2g
on the particular F«& that are used. To some
extent this point is already evident from the re-
sults shown in Fig. 4. In order to illustrate more
systematically the relationship between the ex-
change splittings and the F'"', &, and 4, are

2E
shown in Fig. 5 as function of U for various values
of E and G (Er). Except when U is small and
F"' is at the same time large, the dependence of

4, on U is remarkably weak. The origin of this
insensitivity is the well known fact that the Cou-
lomb and exchange contributions to 4,. tend to
partly compensate one another. "

Expanding the u, in Eqs. (6) to (8) about U, the
exchange splittings may be approximately written
as

O. l eV smaller [Fig. 5(b)].
Because of the theoretical limitations of the

above model calculations, it is not possible at the
moment to make a more accurate prediction of the
exchange splittings. Qualitatively, however, both
the low-density limit and its extension give esti-
mates that lie clearly far below the band the-
oretical value of= 0.65 eV.3 Moreover, as Figs.
4 and 5 demonstrate, the e exchange splitting
is consistently smaller than the t, splitting be-
cause of the anisotropy of the spin density" [see
Eq. (34)]. Recent angle resolved photoemission
measurements in the vicinity of the L,, and X,
critical points confirm this result, giving split-
tings of about 0.3 eV [Refs. 4(a), (b)] and 0.17 eV
[Ref. 4(c)], respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION
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hole spectrum (low-density limit) and (b) to renormal-
ized two-hole spectrum (beyond low-density limit).

Previous calculations of the Ni d-band self-
energy within the low-density limit suggested
that hole-hole correlations provide a useful basis
to understand the discrepancies between measured
photoemission spectra and one-electron band
theory. The aim of the present work has been
to go beyond the low-density approximation in
order to consider in addition the influence of
electron-hole interactions. The results indicate
that these processes are non-negligible for Ni.
Certain quantitative aspects of the self-energy
obtained within the LDA are significantly im-
proved. Specifically, the binding energy of the
satellite below the d band is reduced and the
amount of band narrowing is enhanced. Both fea-
tures can be made to agree with experiment for
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the same intra-atomic Coulomb energy (=2.5 eV).
The small size of the exchange splittings (0.2 to
0.4 eV), on the other hand, seems to be mainly
the result of hole-hole correlations. Electron-
hole interactions lead to an additional lowering
of 4,, and &, by only about 0.1 eV.

The effect of electron-hole interactions may be
understood as a renormalization of the hole pro-
pagators so that the effective two-hole spectral
distribution is considerably narrower and con-
centrated at lower energies than the bare two-hole
spectrum. This viewpoint suggests an interesting
interpretation of the Hubbard expression of the
self-energy at low densities. ' Since it differs
from Eq. (31) only in that G "(&) is replaced by
G(&u), the Hubbard solution corresponds to an

approximation in which the effective two-hole
spectral density is taken to be the bare one-hole
distribution, i.e. , the density of states.

The above results must be regarded as qualita-
tive in nature since the full degeneracy of the d
band is not included" and since only certain kinds
of scattering processes involving alternating
hole-hole and electron-hole ladders for opposite
spins are considered. For a strongly ferro-
magnetic system, these are likely to represent
the most important types of interactions. As we
have shown, the self-energy derived for these
processes is equivalent to that obtained for multi-
ple hole-magnon interactions. '4 Furthermore, the
self-energy should in principle be corrected for
the amount of correlation already contained in the
band calculation. This correction would pri-
marily effect the band narrowing and the satel-
lite position. The exchange splitting is less sen-
sitive to such modifications since it depends on

the band information only in a rather indirect
manner [see Eqs. (34), (35), and also Fig. 4].

All of the recent theoretical calculations of the
Ni d-band self-energy"' ' ' suggest that the
characteristic features observed in Ni photo-
emission spectra are caused by (i) the strength
of the intra-atomic Coulomb energy relative to the
bandwidth and (ii) the presence of unoccupied
states in the d band. In the case of Cu, therefore,
none of these features are observable since the
d band is filled. In the case of Fe and Co,"on the
other hand, the discrepancies between the band
calculation and experimental spectra are smaller
than for Ni because of the smaller size of U/8'.

Tersoff et a/. "have shown that the origin of the
core-level satellites in Ni can be understood in a
similar way as the d-band satellite. In both cases,
the emission of the photoelectron is accompanied
by the excitation of a d electron into the unfilled
portion of the d band. Since the interaction be-
tween the originally created core or d hole with
this additional band hole is sufficiently strong, a
discrete excited state is observed at higher binding
energies. If this mechanism is correct, the
satellite intensity should diminish as the Ni d-band
occupancy is increased. Such an experiment has
recently been performed" by alloying Ni with Th
which tends to donate electrons to the Ni host.
With increasing Th concentration, the XPS
spectra show gradually decreasing weight at the
satellites of both the d band and the Ni core levels.
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